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Abstract - Do we want to take place in the intended place in future’s operation environment or in the place in the operation 
environment which is saved for us? It has become difficult to estimate future’s operation environment because factors that 
form the future are open to change. But it is not impossible. It will be difficult to understand the following action(s) by 
considering the previous action(s). Foresight is needed for understanding. Foresight is to imagine future’s scripts by today’s 
and future’s conditions that are possible to come true. While medium-term planning includes a 10-20- year period, long-term 
planning can be considered as 20-30-year planning. In order to direct decision-makers by determining possible scripts of 
enemy in organization environment, to make medium and long term strategic foresight; it will be analyzed by “The Cone of 
Plausibility” of Charles Taylor and “A Future Cone” of Prof. Joseph Voros in the light of International Relations Theories, 
and probable futures will be demonstrated in a more clear manner in terms of external factors. As a result, it has been 
evaluated that these formed directive scripts will make positive contributions to minimize unclear stages of future’s 
operation environment.  
 
Index Terms- Effect based operation, Future cone, Script planning, The cone of plausibility. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
If final doesn’t complete its final Final of the final 
will bring victory. 
Those who have no future, no plan and can’t think or 
estimate will be without tomorrow and tomorrows.  
Someone else will make decision about him and 
therefore he will live in a formed and approved future 
and so fear and despair will be his friends. For human 
being, to feel safe is on the top of requirement chain, 
naturally. Safety is the main problem in and from this 
date. In order that this problem can be saved from 
doubts, strategic foresight is definitely required. As 
for strategy, it is difficult. Acting in peace conditions 
by thinking the future and making decision by 
meeting continuous and generally bad developments 
are two different things [1] 
Future cannot be estimated, it is not fixed previously, 
and the results are outcomes of the choices done 
today.[2] Future is to take place in an environment 
with our outcomes in other words our correct and 
incorrect – demanded correct, complete, well-timed 
one - choices and built by our strategic ideas. So, by 
thinking strategically, it is likely to get the better of 
our rivals and keep in mind that they have the same 
desire to beat us.[3] 
By “The Cone of Plausibility” of Charles Taylor and 
“A Future Cone” of Prof. Joseph Voros, probable 
futures will be demonstrated by taking advantages of 
International Relations Theories of operation 
environment. It will be checked if the scripts are 
suitable by the means of Effect Based Approach. If 
the number of scripts planned to form is 4, it shows 
that they are at favorable number.[4] While 
demonstrating possible future of the enemy, it will be 
useful to form International Relations Theories, 

scripts and direct in the direction of a purpose while 
determining the limits. International Relations 
Theories will direct towards the purpose without 
getting lost by following the mains that enable to 
walk in a way and go towards the purpose without 
becoming distant the way.[5] In this way, we will 
demonstrate our strengths and weaknesses and can be 
useful in order to understand possible script of the 
enemy. Supplying international stability and solving 
the conflicts should be associated with use of strength 
[6] It will be correct and well expression to say that 
International Relations Theories are the most 
important directives which determine results of 
international conflicts. The preferred script should be 
planned so that it can give response to 4 formed 
scripts of enemy. Depending on the changing 
conditions, as it can be predicted which script will be 
selected by enemy, it will be possible to analyze the 
preferred script in a more detailed and comprehensive 
manner and so it will be possible to demonstrate a 
comprehensive study result. Within this period, intel 
info will be of vital importance. With the formed 
scripts, usage of the same methods for medium and 
long terms will be a suitable prediction which is 
suitable for the probable futures, can be real, realistic 
and in accordance with the operation environment by 
considering the events took place in inner and far 
circles. A main variable is considered for each 
formed script and the other variables are included in 
the script. In the scripts, internal and external 
variables are considered as an integrative. Maximum 
attention is given to make planning in order that 
different scripts can be in an interaction. So, decision-
makers will be directed about the future’s operation 
environment by the formed alternative scripts. This 
way cannot proceed on a smooth line because all the 
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predictions for the future are on a curve that reaches 
the future.  
 
II. STRATEGIC FORESIGHT METHODS 
 
2.1 The Cone of Plausibility[7] 
Study of Charles W. Taylor was made for four main 
reasons. First is a standard future planning by 
alternative script approach, second is determination 
of possible, realistic and suitable scripts, third is 
revising the scripts depending on the changing 
conditions, fourth is making arrangements in order to 
comply with possible future environments. Scripts 
define the environment so that give opinions to 
today’s planners, policy makers or those who are in 
decision mechanism in order to affect the future 
although they have predictions and oracles. In 
Taylor’s study, a four-script approach package has 
been defined and advanced. By this method, it has 
been formed in order to exceed deterministic and 
augural approach of single script analysis and also 
form a probable frame that is more conceptual, 
includes more possibilities. The cone of plausibility is 
a theoretical cone consisting of flow of time from the 
past to today, close or far tomorrows ore futures. 
Cause and result relation is defined by characteristic 
of external world and the attitude of an organization 
in the cone, for example army, towards the trends that 
can be followed in the course of time- from today to 
any point in the future- and also new trends to be 
discovered. A time period, for example an 
individual’s trend line can be linear, angular or 
curvilinear within a five-year-period. Besides, trends 
can finish, give place to new trends or get together 
with different trends. When the traces of all trends are 
attached in a script time period, there will be a linear 
line in general. Realizable scripts: if the scripts 
improved in the cone make progress from the 
beginning point to a focus point that has been chosen 
and planned logically, it will be thought that they are 
advisable and realizable. Plausibility is measured 
through result predictions and when trends and events 
of each script are in an interaction integrally. 
Improbable scripts: when we look from today’s 
perspective, other trends and events that seem like 
impossible and gathered as script are called 
“improbable scripts”. These scripts are out of the 
cone. Script directives are realizable, probable trends 
and events that determine the trends such as politic, 
geographic, demographic, natural sources, 
community, society, technologic and military force, 
and scripts related to other factors and with changing 
measures. In a script, one of these directives is 
selected, and put on early in the list, and all the other 
directives have control over the trends.  
 
2.2 A Future Cone [10] 
A future cone has been designed in order to support 
new ideas in accordance with the current theories and 
has come in useful. Foresights that can be used by 

organizations are formed with the education and 
methodology applications. While prediction, people 
oriented thought will be useful in terms of collecting 
information and doing study within large area of the 
organization. Thanks to this idea and study, it will be 
useful in collecting strange, difficult and sometimes 
weird idea and information. As for methodological 
party, script planning can be made here. Strategic 
thinking (foresight), developing a strategy, to 
understand the relation between making strategic plan 
will be important in terms of having full knowledge 
of subject. Information on probable future is 
incomplete. Therefore, intuition and induction are 
necessary. Strategic thinking (foresight): It is about 
synthesis. By formulating intuition and creativity, it 
can be defined by associating with perspective and 
vision. Strategic foresight is accepted as an element 
of strategic thinking. Strategic foresight appears as 
input to make strategy, strategic planning and 
directive of execution. To predict will enrich and 
develop improvement, planning and application of 
strategy. To make strategic plan: it is to make 
analyses the demands in order to reach the purpose 
step by step. Here, strong analytical thinking can be 
provided by logical, deduction and pragmatic 
structure. Developing a strategy is such like a black 
box between strategic thinking and making strategy. 
Focus of developing strategy will be evaluation, 
selection of the options and then reaching the 
decision and asked point. These periods includes 
styles that are interlocked and different from each 
other.  

 
Figure-1: Foresight Working Period[11] 

 
Methodology will be considered as 4 sections. Input, 
foresight study, output and strategy.[12] These 
concepts can be defined as the following: 
 
a. Input: It is obtained by collecting and scanning the 
necessary information. Delphi or environmental 
scanning is the most known methods. The important 
subject is forming competitive intelligence and 
lightening near future brain blooming within small 
groups.  
b. Foresight: 
(1) Analysis Step: Answer is searched to the 
question “what can be happen with a study in depth?” 
Trend analysis, cross effect method matrix can be 
used. 
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(2) Inferring: It is tried to give answer to the 
question” what is happening in real?” It can be 
defined as the period of coming surface from the 
depth. Comment can be made by critical future study, 
effective analysis and depth-approach opinion for 
future.  
(3) Analysis: In order to create an alternative future, 
several opinions are analyzed. It is tried to describe 
different future environments by different 
assumptions. Potential Futures: It is a general name 
of the future. It gives a general picture. It can be also 
defined as missing the dream. Potential future is 
formed in 4 sub-titles. Possible Futures, Plausible 
Futures, Probable Futures, Preferable Futures. 
 
(a) Possible Futures: It is the dream that includes all 
the possibilities about the future. It can include all 
kinds of information. It indicates a wide concept 
consisting of the inventions and concepts that are not 
accepted and known now. It is considered at analysis 
stage.  
(b) Plausible Futures: It is the response to the 
question “what will look like the future depending on 
the today’s information?” It can be called as the 
tomorrow of today by the data like physical laws, 
periods, causations, human interactions, learning 
ways. 
(c) Probable Futures: What will look like future if the 
current trends continue? Current trends can end 
suddenly. Answer is searched to the question “How 
will be effect of the probable trends?”  
(d) Preferable Futures: While the other three futures 
depend on conceptual information and data, this step 
is the demanded future. In other words, it is 
emotional and subjective. It is an answer to the 
question “What do we want to happen?” 
 

 
Figure-2: Future Cone.[13] 

 
c. Outputs: It has two layers: tangible and intangible. 
Tangible one is the options formed at result of the 
work. As for intangible one, it involves the opinions 
belonging to future that are produced at the analysis 
step. At this step, it is tried to create a work by giving 
meaning to the possibilities. Outputs should be 
exhibited by using methods such like film, 
multimedia, poster, report, etc. This step is ended 
after finding an answer to the question “What can be 
necessary to do?”  
d. Strategy: Duty of foresight is done, now product 
will be put into action after decision-makers made the 

decision. During the period, evaluations are made 
though feedback of the inputs continuously. By 
making corrections, strategic travel continues. 
Improbable Possibilities are called as Wildcard. They 
are the possibilities which have little possibility but 
will be effective when it is realized, and are out of the 
cone. Our imagination can be insufficient about this 
subject. These periods can be evaluated by forming 
small working groups. For Joseph Voros, if the 
scripts that will be formed through foresight study 
period has started from the beginning point and is 
progressing towards future and has formed a junction 
point with the scripts based on different 
fundamentals, it means that these scripts have been 
done in the direction of determined purposes. It is 
thought that the scripts done in this way are realistic. 
If there are many junction points – if special areas of 
the scripts are narrow- it should be questioned if they 
are realistic. Formed scripts should involve both 
today and traces of the past because trends don’t 
begin from today. They have histories. It should be 
see trends and events in the direction reaching future 
along with past. Together, building stones of scripts 
should be formed integrally. As these building stones 
will changes by each developing trends ad events, 
scripts will undergo a change as well.  
 
III. THE POWER AND TRUMP CONCEPT IN 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
 
Decision making in international environment is so 
difficult because it has some ambiguities. But via true 
decisions decisive ideas could be taken into action. 
Decision makers cannot be related to a specific 
decision matrix. There are lots of decision choices, 
conditions or time. So, variable conditions should be 
taken into consideration. Decision makers should 
understand the big picture and relations in order to 
see the changes about decision area. Understanding 
the environmental frame, problem frame, problem 
statement and operational approach in the big picture 
is crucial. 
 

 
Figure 3: Big Picture[14] 

 
Environmental frame is the definition of big picture. 
This area reflects today and tomorrow by the roots 
from history. Environmental frame is for define and 
understand relations between actors. So it takes 
political, military, economic, social, information, 
infrastructure, time and physical environment as 
variables.[15] 
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The problem frame is a revolution logic that reforms 
present situation to desired end state. Like a bridge 
between desired end state and present situation. 
Problem frame defines relations with environment as 
evolution of area by tension, opportunity, challenge 
and rivalry that targets desired end state.[16] 
Problem statement offers solution to the problem in 
wide angle. While directing the problem to desired 
end state via environment it predicts to use variable 
conditions. Solving the problem should be considered 
before variable conditions evolve to opposition. 
Problem statement should acquire general picture that 
gain rival advantage.[17]  
Operational approach is related to how to solve 
problem. So Commander’s intent is related to mission 
constraints, resources and accepted threshold 
value.[18] 

 
Figure 4: Environmental Effect to Problem[19] 

 
3.1. Trump Concept in International Relations  
The best method to reveal the possible plans of the 
enemy is to put yourself into your enemy’s shoes and 
solve the problem from her/his perspective. The time 
that will be allocated fort his completely compensates 
the interest that will be obtained.[20] In addition to 
the military power, the political power of your enemy 
should also be analyzed. The political power should 
be evaluated in order to understand the power that 
awaits in front of us.[21] The fact that one country 
takes itself under protection, enter into alliance with 
another so as to stay away from riots, rebellions, civil 
wars, make enemies against the factor in case of the 
blockage of the road because of that factor will be 
correct to do.[22] The trump concept should go 
thorough an analysis process in detail in order to be 
able to make a stable evaluation and put ourselves 
into the enemy’s shoes. As a word meaning, trump 
means the card that can take the other cards in card 
games, a specificly coloured and marked card that is 
valued above the others, it also means a convenient 
case that has an opportunity on the way to success, 
and the opportunity to attack and defense and the 
effective thing that can get the best of what it 
encounters.[23] 

In the event that  State A predominates State B, that 
State B gains the upper hand on State A in terms of 
economy, politics, miltary; both states look for the 
pathway to the victory briefly and to the point. If the 
State A doesn’t have any trump directly, the fact that 
State A seeks for the states that has a trump againsts 
State B so as to realize its requests should be handled 
in this direction.[24] 
In a possible look for interest, in achieving the 
national targets, ensuring the diplomatic success or in 
conflicts, for the benefits that both of the parties want 
to obtain 
 By using their superiorities (trump) directly, if any, 
 If this is not enough, by using the weaknesses 

(trump for the other)- which surely exists-  
 And if this is not enough, either, by evaluating the 

indirect relations of itself and its opponent- which 
generally exists, as well-  searhs after getting a 
result.[25] 

Each trump has a sanction potential and it generates 
some energy when this potential turns into kinetics. 
To formulate it;  
EP=UAİ  The Potential of Realizing/Making others 
Realize Your Requests = National Targets x Military 
Power x Trump  
Potential energy can be associated with 
Realizing/Making Others Realize Your Requests in 
International Relations. National targets were also 
accepted as tangible data  that seem like intangible 
emerging as a result of the factors like the reaction of 
the public opinion, legal validity in national and 
international arena and how it will be welcomed in 
the presence of organizations like the United Nations. 
A tangible value can be put forth by evaluating the 
the sub-components that comprise the national targets 
on the  0-1 salary scale. When the energy need of the 
world-thusly of the societies- is taken into account, if 
we are to analyze the Desert Storm Operation that 
was carried out in 17 January – 28 February, 1991 
with the participation of 34 countries with the 
decision that was made by  BMGK under the 
leadership of USA in December 29; 
 

 
Table-1: Sample Calculation of National Targets 

 
We can see that a tangible data like 4 has been 
obtained. This evaluation was prepared by taking an 
example, more stable information can be obtained by 
means of a detailed and comprehensive study. A 
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result can be obtained with the power comparison 
methods for military power.[26] 
EK= UAİ Realizing/Making others Realize Your 
Requests = Ω X National Targets X Diplomatic 
Power 
Kinetic energy – available- can be associated with 
Realizing/Making others Realize Your Requests in 
the International Relations. The states can be handled 
under four categories in international arena. These are 
respectively super powers, great powers, middle-
regional- powers and small powers.[27] By 
evaluating the acquisitions of the states under four 
categories on political, strategical, operative and even  
tactical level, their collaborations, partnerships, 
cooperations, capabilities, state of experience, visions 
and targets, the coefficient Ω can be presented. This 
coefficient Ω should be evaluated as a multiplier that 
differ from state to state and case to case. The 
viewpoint of UN toward Libya in 2011 is not the 
same as its viewpoint towards the internal matter of 
Syria because of the different variables.National 
targets were expressed in EP. Diplometic power can 
partially include use of force. Within this scope,  
coercive diplomacy can be considered as diplomatic 
power, as well.[28] The crisis of S-300 missiles that 
took place in 1997-98, before the potential energy 
was convered into kinetic energy thanks to the 
diplomatic attempts of Turkish Republic, the 
requested result was obtained with the available 
kinetic energy.[29] 
 

 
Figure 5: Trump and The Diplomatic & Military Power 

 
ET=EP + EK 
The overall energy – power of a state/organization 
equals to the total of potentian energy and kinetic 
energy. If a state/organization is EK>EP, that it has a 
voice in the international arena, that if it is EK>EP, it 
is a super power, if the the countries that enable this 
equality have the opportunity to ensure this equality 
in their own regions they are regional states, the 
country is a big country and regional. If the country is 
EK<EP case, they are small countries. Because each 
country/ organization wants to shape the future in the 
direction of it's own wishes, it wants to use EK in 
internatinal field and prepare it's own method by 
using EK. This method should be straight and 
comfortable in order to move accumulations taken by 
the past into the future. It will select the method of 
using EP only when required. As mentioned above, 
EP should be used in indispensable conditions. In the 

contrary case, when required there may not any EP to 
be used. 

Trump: lim →  The trump should be 
used in fit and proper time to reach the aim.   
In the work that wil be carried out with potential 
energy, when the power approaches to 0 point- to the 
condition where all of the works to do will remain 
unrequited-, the potential energy is amortised. The 
trump should be left at such a point that there can 
remain enough potential energy for the next step. By 
waiting the formation of new trumps for the next step, 
the trumps to renew themselves or waiting the related 
state(s)/organization(s) whose trumps are used to use 
their trumps at the same or a close rate, the next 
step/attempt can be made. If the trump will be used in 
a case of vital importance, keeping the trump waiting 
before it reaches its endpoint may not have a 
meaning. Because of the uncertainities of the factors 
that will change the future in the international arena 
and that the international arena is inclined to 
uncertainty, keeping some trump waiting depending 
on the suitability of the conditions will be useful in 
the way that it will strengthen the arm of the related 
state/organization. If there is any dominant inbalance 
at the power rate that will be used against to the 
destination country, namely , the trump is 
insufficient, It is neccessary to confederate with a 
country or actor that has sufficient trump level against 
the destination country. Any and every crisis can 
cause that present conditions change and steps of 
approach for the last condition. Today's rapidly 
changing world conditions, the today of the yesterday 
can be different from the yesterday of the today. For 
the today of the tomorrow, strategic foresight is 
necessary. The operation scenario preparers put forth 
the trumps of the  possible enemy country at the 
tactic, politic, strategic, and operative level. Also 
these levels will be helpful for decision-makers in 
terms of presenting roadmap.  
 

 
Figure 6: Trumps 
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3.2. ''the power'' concept ın ınternatınol relatıons 
The possible countries having competition and 
conflict try to make like each others by taking an 
example by the usage of power, used the weapon 
systems and strategies and the opportunities that the 
dominant countries acquired.[30] The fate of each 
country depends on the reaction that the countries 
show against to things made by other countries. The 
competition in the power tools and abilities depends 
on that a conflict is administrated by the power. As 
for competition, it can cause likeness of competitors 
each others. According to the other military systems, 
the victories that Bismarc won in 1866 and 1870 
caused that Prussia Military staff system is 
forged.[31]  
While the enemy is analysed, the center of gravity is 
aimed in main theme. The center of gravity plays an 
key role between the reasons and the conclusions.[32] 
While the center of gravity is determined, main 
factors should be tackled. According to Clausewitz,a 
success can be ensured with influincing of the army 
of the enemy in the war, the power of military, the 
central of the enemy, the main source of the social 
structure, the cental of politic activation that there are 
decision makers and the main allied who has power 
more than the enemy.[33] For the success, It is 
necessary to start from this question: Where is the 
enemy taking strength from? This question will be an 
important step to render a right decision. For this, The 
power concept is involved in the key role that Colin 
Gray draws an analogy. The most important, 
supportive and potential of politic power is the 
military power.[34] The military power is more 
useful than used of the other power elements to 
ensure aims. With the usage of the power having 
availability by many countries, they reach to their 
aims. The great powers want to acquire the 
dissuading, defending, swagger and compelling by 
providing their military powers.[35] The great powers 
are afraid of each others. The other great power is a 
potential threat from the eyes of a great power. In this 
context, the countries tend to increase their powers 
over five assumptions. These are international 
anarchic environment, the assault capacity of the 
military power, being unclear of countries' main 
instinct, the priority of countries is to survive, and 
finally problematic security. These are alined as the 
super powers move on the basis of this strategy by 
acting rationally. Generally these assumptions can 
cause the power maximisation, the fear and the self- 
help.[36] 
The national power elements of Mahan are 
respectively geographical condition, topographical 
conditions, the comprehensive dimension of the 
country, population, national character and the policy 
and character of the government[37] while the 
national power elements of Morgenthau are 
respectively geography, natural sources, industrial 
capacity, military power, population, national 
character, national moral and diplomacy.[38] The 

protecting, increasing or showing of the national 
power are mainly aims of politic powers.[39] With 
acquiring of the power, the security problem will be 
solved and after then according to Herbert Spencera, 
the military countries will enlarge their zones and the 
people can reach the most happiness and freedom In 
this way, Industrial societ will occur. Schumpeter 
argues against to this concept. According to 
Schumpeter the wars in the history are made 
instinctly without enough reasons. He states that, in 
order for the military acquisitions that are obtained as 
a reflection of physical disposition and social 
structure to continue,the military wars broke out and 
military policy dominate the economic and social 
variables.[40] 
A normal war case is present among countries. This 
doesn' mean that they have wars in any time but this 
case means that the war can break out in order to 
continue of the countries themselves ( they may or 
may not consult the power usage.[41] The wars arise 
from the people's behaviour patterns, the internal 
structures of countries and international anarchic 
structure. The instinct of Hobbessiyen is to register of 
this policy, the wish of countries to increase their 
powers depending on understanding and 
comprehending of the countries' internal structures 
and correspondingly not presenting of the superior 
limiter. These three main reasons show change 
depending on temporal and spatial differences and 
This is stated that the only reason can not be a reason 
for a war.[42] According to structuralist social theory, 
the behavior patterns of countries show differences 
according to a friend or a foe. The military power of 
US is perceived differently according to Cuba and 
Canada. As for England, The weapon systems are not 
evaluated in same level by Russia and US, however 
both the military power of US and the weapon 
systems of England are in same level but in 
international anarchic environment, the perception 
patterns are different.[43] 
The power in the realism is the potential that actors 
can have an impact on behaviours of each others 
depending on the economy, military and politic 
capacities in international systems.[44] As for 
liberalists, the interdependence is increasing in 
economic topics and  the liberalists start to attach 
importance to the economic power aspect instead of 
the military power and thus the importance of the 
collaboration efforts in economic aspects.[45] 
According to liberalism, The economic power is more 
important but according to the realism, the military 
power is more important.  
The countries are main units that are in connection 
with each others and regulate the international 
relations. As international relations, It is possible that 
the countries are reference materials on understanding 
and analysing things presenting in the environment. 
By this means, countries analyze the international 
relations with different perspectives in this way they 
can refer to the past events. The possible futures of 
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countries is tried to be enlightened and predicted 
healthier by shaping their futures with accumulating 
experiences. Defining  predictions made , the possible 
needs in the future and alliances  the travel 
preparations for are made. The global politic, military 
and economic environments are variable. These 
environments want to be effected and guided by the 
all countries. This consisted variation and this 
environment being open thiese conflicts and 
international alliances are guided and effected by 
countries that can use effectively and jointly the 
military, politic, economic , technologic and 
education topics today, in the future and as in the 
past. If a country follow an assailant strategy, the 
country should have an army that is compatible with 
it's foreign policy. The governments that have not 
strong army. The governments that have weak army 
stay in defense position until they find the strong 
allieds that will support the offensive manner in the 
foreing policy.[46] The countries that have suitable 
for the offensive army are up to found the allieds in 
the foreign policy and also are in quest of strengthen 
of their economies. The armies can be quided with 
the offensive strategies, the fund of knowledge, 
strong economy and substructure when required. If 
these conditions can not be carried out , the defense 
strategy is the most logical method instead of the 
offensive manner.  It will be important to know which 
state(s) the possible hostile state make an alliance 
with in the internatiınal arena. The alliances will help 
you show their possible tactics, weaknesses and 
strengths and which arm family you are faced with in 
the possible theater of operations. According to the 
realists, the power concept  is the most main concepts 
on understanding the international relations and the 
usage of the power is the most important security 
problem. The power concept is commented as 
''deterrence ability'' and power concept distinguishes 
politic topics as low policy and high policy and 
evaluate the naional security in the high policy. This 
case shows the meaning attributed to the''power''. 
According to the realist aim and neorealist 
perspectives, a power is a tool that ensure the 
security. According to the liberalists, the power 
concept is the achievement ability of needed results 
with the alliances method. The economic power is 
more important than the military power in the 
globalising world. According to Schumpeter, The 
offensiveness incentive is a primitive incentive. The 
foreing policies of the countries are effected by this 
offensiveness incentives. According to Kant, the 
liberalist countries tend to the peace and 
collaboration. The conflicts that are performed 
between each other or with not liberalist countries are 
ended with the collaboration or agreements.[47] 
Although the liberalists tend to the collaboration, they 
need the military power in order to influence the 
other countries ( may liberal or may not liberal). The 
global, military and economic environment have an 
effect on international alliances and this environment 

guides the international conflicts. It is possible to say: 
This performed environement has an effect on the 
regional alliances and conflicts at the same rate.  The 
national aims of a country are effected by alliances 
and conflicts that are effected by this environment. 
The national aims determine which international/ 
regional alliances will be included. International/ 
regional alliances determine the security policies and 
strategies in the direction of the international 
aims.[48] It can be said that the military powers and 
the defense industry policies are changeable 
environment and these have important effects on 
forming of the military power. ''This environment is a 
dynamic and interactive structure that include 
variable elements, actors, strategies and 
implementations.''[49] Nothwithstanding that it is 
really hard to foresee which state or alliances will act 
in what way under which conditions and cases in 
these interpenetrated alliances and collaborations, by 
following the schematic of international power 
concept presented in Figure 7, it will be possible to 
understand under which conditions, in line with what 
kind of economic interests, at which point the 
military, political and economic power will center 
upon. 
 

 
Figure 7: Military Power in IR 

 
IV. EFFECT BASED OPERATION –EBO 
 
Effect Based Operation -EBO is total of actions that 
are done with the all the national power factors in 
order to change the behaviours and thoughts of the 
countries that want to be influenced in the direction 
of needs. EBO focuses on the needed final case and 
the effects that cause these the final case. The tenacity 
and enactment of the enemy is be aimed to be ended 
thanks to EBO. In order to end the tenacity and 
enactment of the enemy, the military power is not 
enough alone. It is a necessary that behaviours and 
thoughts should be effected by all the national powers 
coordinately.[50] EBO causes a sinergy with the 
national power elements thus EBO can be effective 
about the deterrence. While EBO operation plan is 
being formed, the using of the military power and the 
national powers are analyzed together. In order to 
understand the connection between the enemy's 
behaviours and notice the different elements that 
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support these behaviours and cause these behaviours, 
shape these behiours as expected, knowing the 
essential changes ensures that the power elements can 
have more effect list that will cause essential 
behaviour changes.[51]   
Associated with EBO in short time, some questions 
will be answered in its entirety: How the operation 
carried out with less power and less cost in short 
time. When taking cognizance of increasing of all 
military costs under the present conditions and 
carrying out limits in military powers by the all 
countries, EBO  is used with the knowledge, 
economy, military power and diplomatic. This case is 
provided with the vital importance with regard to 
reach the national aims.[52] The main base will be 
that military power will have successes with less cost 
and in short time. The other main point is that a 
method having the least loss of lives will be carried 
out. The loss of lives in the first gulf war can be 
showed an example to this case.[53] 
 

 
Figure-8: Parallel operation in EBO. 

 
EBO was used firstly with the parallel operation in 
first gulf war and that operation had successes. The 
time, environment and the war level that are three 
important bases of the parallel operation played the 
key role about winning the war. The selected aims are 
selected pursuant to the parallel operation and 
performed. While the aims that are showed in Figure-
8 were performed with the quick operation, The war 
would be insufficient in terms of the time, cost and 
effort. In comparison to the great war, the operation 
would caused more loss of the lives.[54] In the 
analysis that is in the middle of Figure-8, There are 
most aims that cause threats during the rota in 
environments of the main aims. There is more 
important thing than this case: Very crowded packets 
will be needed in order to include the all aims This 
case will increase the cost. As for the analysis that is 
under part of Figure-8, there are more successes in 

acquiring of the last case in comparison to the 
previous analysis. The main aim should be that the 
operation should be performed with less cost and less 
power in short time. The power structure should be 
looked through in order to determine aims that will be 
included with a successful plan in thepeace time and 
in order to stand out against to possible behaviors of 
the enemy by predicting these behaviours. These 
analysis studies should be reviewed under the 
changing politic, military, economic and technologic 
conditions. 
 
V. A STRATEGICAL ANALYSIS OF ARAB-
ISRAELI CONFLICT IN 1948 
 
The fact that applying to all kinds of possible 
methods in order to prevent the enemy from acting on 
the basis of stable principles on one hand and that at 
the same time it is necessary to attempt to undertake 
the necessary superior planning activities so as to 
achive our goals was put into words in an article in 
the Magazine of Israeli Armed Forces written by 
Yigeal Yadin, Chief of General Stuff of Israel, in 
1949 in the strategical analysis of the war between 
Arabs and Israeli.[55] According to Yigeal Yadin, 
each principle that is possibly expected from the 
enemy to apply should be received as a target  in 
terms of mobilizing the discovering qualifications of 
those planning the operation of the forces. It is useful 
and compulsory to analyze what should be done 
against the principles that the enemy will take 
advantage of. According to the statements of Yigeal 
Yadin in the same article;  
 Against the dominant principle of the enemy: a 
continious work by various intelligence services, 
 Against the principle of  protection of the target: 
various tactical delaying attacks and strategical, 
political and psychological attacks, 
 Against the principle of economy of force: 
attacks on the communication lines and supply 
establishments in the rear zones; thusly, keeping the 
opposing forces where they are dispersedly, 
 Against cooperation: Making inroads on 
administrative channels, 
 Against the principle of gathering of forces: 
making delayin assaults and making air strikes in 
order to disperse the opposing forces,  
 Against the principle of security:  the total of the 
activities above and following, 
 Against the principle of spirit of attack: spirit of 
attack, 
 Against the principle of mobility: Destruction of 
the communication lines, 
The point that should be remembered every time is 
that the main target of the plan can achieve to benefit 
from the military principles outstandingly and most 
suitably with the purpose. 
So as to benefit from the war principles of the enemy 
and connect to your own strategical attitude –
according to Yadin- that was applied by Israel; 
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 Cutting the communication lines of the enemy 
and thusly bringing its physical structure to a 
standstill, 
 Blocking the retreat ways of the enemy and 
thusly, confuting its willpower and demoralizing  
 Making inroads to the head offices of the enemy 
and destroying the communication system: thusly, 
cutting the connection between the command echelon 
that comprises its brain and troops that comprise its 
body. 
In the direction of 3 strategical targets, it is seen that 
On Bale, Ayin, Peleştirme in Alath and Hiram 
operations resulted in the victory due to the fact that 
Israel took into account the possible courses of action 
and principles of the enemy. In case of warfare, it was 
stated by the strategists that it is important to know 
your enemy as it is to know yourself and the 
successful commanders in the battlefields had their 
names written in gold letters.  
  
VI. EVALUATION 
 
By including the trump concept in inputs step during 
the strategical foresight, the inputs are formed  with a 
data processed, analyzed by being evaluated with the 
input data. 
And the trump concept can obtain information in 
need by being taken into account at every stage. The 
adaptation process can be carried out according to the 
last case requested. 
By handling the power concept in the analysis 
process, the components that comprise the power can 
be handled by using inductive method. If requested, 
the deductive method can be used as well. When this 
method is selected, a need for competent strategic 
planners arises and the possibility to make a mistake 
can be high. While looking for an answer to the 
question what can happen in reality in the 
interpretation phase, the principal interaction that 
trump, Uİ and power concepts formed in the enemy 
should be revealed. The possible interpretation and 
the unseen parts of the enemy should be analyzed by 
being presented. In light of the information obtained 
in the examinatipn phase, during the analyze step and 
interpretation phases, the alternative way that the 
enemy will choose are revealed. Thusly, the enemy is 
examined in detail and the capability to act like the 
enemy will be acquired by apprehending the opinions 
and thoughts of the enemy. In the light of the current 
information while containing all the ways of the 
possible enemy, the courses of action of the enemy, 
what kind of actions to take in case of the possible 
Uİ, trump, the continuation of the powers or changes 
are revealed.  The preferred ways that the enemy will 
mosty probably choose in the future are determined. 
The road is continued with the selected strategies by 
including the outputs into the operation scenerio. 
Thusly, it is evaluated that a way is presented for the 
decision makers and preliminary informing is carried 
out in detail. 

CONCLUSION 
 
In this study, the principal concepts that lead the 
scenarios are accepted as the theories of international 
relations(IR). IR emerged as a result of the will of the 
humankind to live together and regarded as theories 
that will reach to the future with the help of a grand 
experience accumulation. These experiences wil be 
useful in understanding the past and the future. The 
scenarios that belong to the enemy are transmitted to 
the future in accompany with the International 
Relations. One scenario is created for each theory. 
These scenarios that were created are placed 
seperately into the potential future. The total of the 
external environments of the scenarios comprise the 
possible future. The preferred scenario should have 
the characteristics to answer the scenarios that belong 
to the enemy. The practicability of the scenario 
created with this structure in the theatre of operations 
and its practicability depending on the changing 
conditions will also be procured. The fact that the 
preferred future is the juncture point of these 
scenarios are in direct proportion with the fact that 
the scenarios are compatible, realistic and can be 
realized. The preferred future should be planned as a 
result of the sound demands along with the dreams. It 
becomes possible to take the right decision with the 
versatile and alternative scenarios.[56] The fact that 
the scenarios that are in close relationship with each 
other include different processes with the same 
themes and their being directed with the same 
variables can be useful in terms of seeing the future to 
the point.  One cone for each scenario will be created 
with the points that aren not same in the scenarios and 
will be useful in structuring its own environment. As 
the Main themes deliver different opinions about the 
same topic and look at the same point, they provide 
easiness in obtaining inductivity. They act in concert 
in enlightning the requested future. The fact that the 
scenarios are created after being discussed separately 
will be useful in the way that they will enable the 
decision makers to see the point they want to be at 
more clearly, to earn them the capability of acting 
masterfully, to adapt to the changing conditions in the 
shortest time  and to make comparisons with its 
surrounding. By possessing all the information about 
the enlightened future, the decision makers are given 
an oppurtunity to make a rational planning by taking 
into consideration the risks, restrictions, the steps to 
be taken, possible requirements and all kinds of 
sources. By updating the prepared plans with the 
alterations to the scenario, one can set out on a 
journey to the future safely. It is possible to see a war 
as both sides of the medallion. While attacking and 
defending makes up one side, the other side is made 
up of determined, careful, deep laid steps that are 
taken on the sake of bringing the opposing side to 
heel so as to achieve these political targets.  All kinds 
of matters of an operation scenario down to the last 
detail should be included, considered and predicted 
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beforehand. This predictions here will be leading to 
decision makers telling them in detail when the 
alternative plans will become a part of the operation. 
It shouldn’t be thought that this method will mean the 
same thing as dispossessing the initiative. Just on the 
contrary the existence of alternative ways will 
strengthen the initiative. Imagining a scenario that 
covers the principal alternatives of the enemy, 
defining by means of EOY suppliers  with opearation 
scenarios by the help of International Relations 
Theory can and will be possible. In this way, the main 
objectives that the enemy will adopt are determined 
and its possible alliances are predicted. An 
opportunity to carry out the objections and war plans 
developed against the enemy in a much more realistic 
theatre of opeation in line with the objections will 
come up. When the prediction of the alternative 
scenarios of the enemy one by one is understood by 
the decision-makers of the opposing forces; they will 
have a resistance as much as of a leader team whose 
interest, moral and motivation dispersed or of a order 
structure whose will to war was made downhearted. 
The scenearios prepared by foreseeing the actions of 
the opposing side will be possible in the way that they 
will enable you to use both your forces effectively 
and use the opposing forces where and  how. While 
building these scenarios, it should be kept in mind 
that the enemy thinks, accepts and assumes that the 
plans they make can not be worked out and they are 
irresistible. As was stated by Bourcet in 18th century, 
‘’War plan shoul cover several branches. Each one of 
these parts should be designed in such a good way 
that one or another of these can not be caused to fail’. 
Because the operation scenarios that are created by 
the help of the International Relations Theory will 
proceed in one direction, it is evaluated that they will 
be useful in the way  that they will remove the 
uncertainities in the minds of the decision-makers. 
While building the scenario, the conditions may 
change and finish the trends and so cause new trends 
to start and change the course of the event completely 
and to some extent. By following the trends within 
process, regulations, alterations should be made 
within time. It will be important to speak the same 
language in an operation. Buiding the sceneario so as 
to speak the same language should be made with the 
participation of all units that participate in the 
operation. Participating in the operation speaking the 
same language will be useful in ensuring the 
standardization between the units. With the 
standardization that was obtained, carrying out a 
target-oriented work will be able to made. While 
building the scenario, the fact that it is built with the 
participation of all units brings along an active 
thinking to the organization. While the units make 
contributions, they are expected to make a 
contribution by taking into account the level they are 
at within the organizaiton. The contributions that 
accord with their levels will be more healthy. İt 
should be known that the contributions that were 

made incongrously with their levels are also so 
valuable. Thusly, the problems that are faced are put 
into words in the suitable environments for solution. 
The opinion of creativity is imbued. In thıs way, the 
problems are not kept secret, hidden. Intelligence info 
will have a vital importance while building a 
scenario. It was evaluated that the intelligence will 
have a vital importance for the scenario that will be 
adjusted to the theatre of operations, that will be 
created as a counter movement and that will be able 
to answer to the changing conditions.  
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